Abstract-Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) technology is an essential element of the decision support system and permits decision makers to visualize huge operational data for quick, consistent, interactive and meaningful analysis. More recently, data mining techniques are also used together with OLAP to analyze large data sets which makes OLAP more useful and easier to apply in decision support systems. Several works in the past proved the likelihood and interest of integrating OLAP with data mining and as a result a new promising direction of Online Analytical Mining (OLAM) has emerged. In this paper, a variety of OLAM architectures in the literature were reviewed and the limitations in the previously reported work have been identified. Literature review reveals the fact that none of the previously reported OLAM architectures have integrated enhanced OLAP with data mining. We enhanced the performance of OLAP in terms of cube construction time and visualization by providing interactive visual exploration of data cube. Furthermore, automatic OLAP schema generation has never been introduced as a component of OLAM architecture. The aim of this paper is to propose an integrated OLAM architecture that not only overcomes the existing limitations but also extends the architecture by adding an automation layer for the schema generation. In the proposed work, hierarchical clustering has been used as the data mining technique and three types of schemas namely star, snowflake and galaxy were automatically generated. A prototype of automatic schema generation has been developed and schema generation algorithms have been provided. In addition to this, we implemented and deployed the proposed architecture. Validation has been done by performing experiments on real life data set. Experimental results prove that the proposed architecture improves the cube construction time, empowers interactive data visualization, automate schema generation, and enable targeted and focused analysis at the front-end. By integrating enhanced OLAP with data mining system a higher degree of development is achieved which makes significant advancement in the modern OLAM architectures.
I. INTRODUCTION
Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) technology refers to a set of data analysis techniques to view the data from all of the transactional systems in an interactive way in order to support the decision-making process. According to [1] and [2] OLAP systems have rapidly gained momentum in both the academic and research communities, mainly due to their allowance for quick, multi-dimensional analysis capabilities. It plays a vital role in data analysis to identify the key performance indicators of business and other application domains. In addition to this, it is an essential element of the decision support system and permits decision makers to visualize huge operational data for consistent and interactive analysis. Furthermore, it is becoming more accepted due to the recognition of the business value of exploring and querying huge amounts of data sets in a multidimensional way. In the last few years OLAP systems are the predominant front-end tools used in data warehousing environments and the OLAP system's market has developed rapidly. According to [3] , the main reasons for this rapid development are as follows; i)These systems are being used by knowledge workers to obtain quick answers of complex queries on their huge operational data. ii) Allow users to perform quick, efficient and interactive analysis on organizational historical data. iii) Specially designed with the aim of better supporting the retrieval of higher level summary information from detailed data. iv) Offer better performance for aggregate queries However, the growing complexity and volumes of the data to be analyzed impose new requirements on OLAP systems [4] . To fulfill these increasing requirements, a number of OLAP enhancement techniques have been proposed in the past [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16] . Although some of the previously discussed research work proved the enhancement of OLAP systems but none of the work was intended towards focusing on the integrated enhancement of OLAP performance and visualization and there exist a strong need for it [17] . One of the main contributions in this paper is the integrated enhancement of OLAP which improves the performance in terms of cube construction time and intensifies visualization of cube data with the help of cube visualization API.
Along with the integrated enhancement of OLAP, the other major contribution is the combination of OLAP and data mining. According to [18] , data mining is a step in the overall concept of knowledge discovery in databases (KDD) and data mining techniques like Association [19] , Classification [20] , Clustering [21] and Trend analysis [22] can make OLAP more useful and easier to apply in decision support systems. More recently, data mining techniques have been applied in decision support applications in order to detect patterns and to extract knowledge form data. Several previous works [5, 7, 8 and 23] proved the likelihood and interest of coupling OLAP and data mining. However, [24] introduced a new concept of integrating OLAP and data mining and named it as Online Analytical Mining (OLAM).
OLAM is a promising direction for mining knowledge from multidimensional databases [23] . Significant works in this area include [24, 25, 26, 27 and 28] . These authors used different data mining techniques in their areas of interest and produced better results through the concept of OLAM. In this paper, a variety of OLAM architectures were reviewed and their limitations have been identified and highlighted. A major limitation revealed in literature review is the fact that none of the previously proposed architectures integrated enhanced OLAP with data mining. In the proposed architecture, we integrated enhanced OLAP with a data mining technique known as hierarchical clustering.
Hierarchical clustering is one of the dominant data mining techniques in the area of OLAM. In this paper work, we have also used the hierarchical clustering technique of data mining as a pre-processing step. Previously, hierarchical clustering has been used by [29, 30, 31, 32, and 33] in conjunction with OLAP systems for a number of reasons which include query optimization, physical data organization, fast data access and reduced storage cost. We intend to use the results of this hierarchical clustering technique in the form of data clusters to generate automatic schemas for enhanced OLAP system.
As far as the automatic generation of OLAP schema is concerned, [34, 35, 36, and 37] reported the work in this area. To our knowledge none of these works used hierarchically clustered data to generate OLAP schema. Furthermore, authors have used ER diagrams or conceptual graphical models to produce only one type of schema which is mostly star schema. Another major limitation in the automation work is that the tools and techniques used for schema generation only draws or identify the structure of schema and doesn't populate the actual data in the generated schema. In this paper work, we are not only generating OLAP schema of three types namely; star , snowflake and galaxy but our automated schema builder tool provides automation in uploading the data from clustered file to relevant portions of the automatically generated schema.
On the basis of these observations and limitations, we proposed an integrated OLAM architecture. The proposed architecture, firstly, enhances the power of OLAP in terms of its performance and visualization, secondly, integrates the enhanced OLAP with data mining technique of hierarchical clustering and lastly, extends the existing OLAM architecture with the addition of automatic schema generation layer. We have developed a prototype of automatic schema generation layer and also provided the schema generation algorithms. In addition to this, we implemented and deployed the proposed architecture.
Validation has been done by performing experiments on a real life data set. Experimental results prove that the proposed architecture improves the cube construction time, empowers interactive data visualization, automate schema generation, and enable targeted and focused analysis at the front-end. By integrating enhanced OLAP with data mining system a higher degree of development is achieved which makes significant advancement in the modern OLAM architectures. Finally, to the best of our knowledge, the proposed integrated OLAM architecture is superior to other OLAM architectures proposed prior or in course of carrying out this research.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II highlights the research contributions. Section III covers the literature review, in section IV the integrated OLAM architecture is proposed, Section V discusses the architectural implementation, Section VI elaborates the validation and evaluation of the proposed architecture. Finally, in section VII the summary of the work and the possible future direction from this research has been discussed.
II. RESEARCH CONTRIBUTION
The title of this paper reflects the overall goal of the work, which is to propose an integrated OLAM architecture. Although many research areas in the field of OLAM have reached the state of maturity, new challenges arise when applying the OLAM architecture to novel usage scenarios. In the following paper, we focus on overcoming the deficiencies of the conventional OLAM architecture in providing adequate and focused analysis in decision support applications. We have accomplished the following research contributions in this paper:
• Improving OLAP performance in terms of cube construction time and enhancing data visualization through the use of visualization API.
• Identifying a strong area of research that is the integration of enhanced OLAP with data mining to extend the OLAM architecture.
• Using hierarchical clustering as a pre-processing step of data mining.
• Proposing the integrated OLAM architecture.
• Extending the OLAM architecture with the addition of automatic schema generation layer.
• Supporting the automatic generation of three types of OLAP schemas namely star, snowflake, and galaxy.
• Automating the deployment of generated schema in the database server along with the population of data in the schema.
• Implementing the proposed architecture using market based technological tools.
• Developing prototypes of automatic schema generation layer and front-end targeted analysis.
• Performing experiments on real-life data sets using the prototype to compare and evaluate the results of the proposed architecture.
• Validating the experimental results and highlighting the benefits attained. A. OLAP Enhancement In this section, we review various significant OLAP enhancement techniques in the literature. The major focus of this section is performance improvement and visualization enhancement techniques. Firstly, we discuss some of the performance improvement techniques followed by the visualization enhancement techniques.
III. LITERATURE REVIEW
According to Goil et al. [5] , parallel computing can be used as a way to enhance the performance of OLAP. It has been identified in the research work that typically OLAP operations are responsible for running complex queries on the underlying data, so these operations increase data processing time. The introduction of high performance parallel computers can lessen the computational time by distributing the tasks among various computer resources. The authors proposed an algorithm for Cube construction on parallel computers using distributed memory. The limitation of the work is the usage of a small and simple data set for the experiment. If the data set is large then a mismatch in the order of the dimensions can occur, as the multidimensional array doesn't allow the memory's use of their sort method to be efficient.
Similarly, Papadias et al. [6] , reported on the efficient OLAP operations in Spatial Data Warehouses. Authors identified the problem that the computation of spatial data is expensive as online processing of such complex spatial data is inapplicable. They suggested a data structure, named aR-Tree, which combines a spatial index with the materialization technique. The strength of their work was the identification of the position of the objects in space in which the groupings and the hierarchies among the dimensions were unknown at design time. The work done is limited only to Spatial Data Warehouses and it also does not give any indication of the OLAP storage types such as ROLAP and MOLAP for Spatial data warehouses. The dataset used by the authors was found to be insufficient for the acceptance of this technique for all spatial cases.
In addition to the OLAP enhancement work, Asghar et al. [7] , proposed a functionality-enhancement technique using Growing Self-organizing Neural Networks. This technique proposes the integration of data mining with OLAP by passing on mined data to the OLAP engine for a more focused analysis and hence adding intelligence to the OLAP system and thereby helping its users in sharp analysis of data . The major limitation is the manual schema generation of hierarchical clusters for the OLAP engine to perform operations. Furthermore, the data set has to be in a special format for the generation of hierarchical clusters using Growing Self-Organizing Map (GSOM) method. The enhancement architecture provided by the authors does not satisfactory answers for complex data sets. No indication was given as to how the hierarchical clusters generated from the dataset will be visualized.
To achieve better OLAP performance, a new contribution in the performance improvement area by associating OLAP and data mining was proposed. Messaoud et al. [8] suggested an enhanced OLAP operator based on the Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering (AHC). The main problem identified is OLAP limitation of aggregation and summarization of complex objects like text, images, sounds and videos. The operator called Operator for Aggregation by Clustering (OpAC) is able to provide significant aggregates of facts referred to complex objects. The strength of the work is the combination of OLAP and data mining techniques as data mining can discover knowledge from both simple and complex data. The major limitation of the technique is that for n individuals to classify, the AHC generates n hierarchical partitions but it does not give guidance as to a best partition to choose. Data miner has to decide the number of clusters that corresponds to the context and to the goal of his/her analysis. So far we have discussed the performance improvement techniques, now we shift our review focus to some of the major OLAP visualization enhancement work. For the purpose of visualization enhancement, Maniatis et al. [9] , recommended the Advanced Visualization of OLAP. They suggested the Cube Presentation Model (CPM), which can be naturally mapped with an advanced visualization technique from the Human-Computer interaction area, called Table Lens. They formalized the simultaneous presence of more than one queries which was done in two layers (Presentation Layer and Logical Layer). The limitation of the work is that the visualization technique used for the screens is restricted only to one aspect of visualization enhancement. A comparative analysis is required in order to improve the visualization range of OLAP data.
Followed by the above advanced visualization technique, Sifer [10] introduced a visual interface technique for exploring OLAP data with coordinated-dimension hierarchies. They identified the problem that a number of text based and visual interfaces for querying multidimensional data exist but many of these interfaces are not applicable to OLAP. The reason is the lack of support for the use of dimensional hierarchies for selection and aggregation. The main contribution is the progressive view coordination interface which provides better support for query refinement than existing interfaces, by helping users decide the next query step with intermediate result overviews, and also helping the users to change a previous selection decision with retained selection context views. The strength of their work is the implementation of SGViewer visualization tool for their technique using a web log dataset. The limitation is that a very simple and small (only 3 dimensions) web log dataset was used for the illustration and, to use this technique the data has to be converted into Structured Graph Format Extensible Mark-up Language (XML) document. Therefore, it is a specific data format conversion limitation.
Voss et al. [11] , adopted another way and suggested an extension in an advanced tool (CommonGIS) for the highly interactive visual exploration of spatial data. The identified problem was that the CommonGIS tool lacks the connection to OLAP warehouse to be a complete Business Intelligence (BI) application. They explored how to connect the tool to OLAP warehouses as another source of multi-dimensional data and designed architecture for the extension of CommonGIS. The strength of their work is that they allowed support of MDX (Multi-Dimensional Expression) for the manipulation of cube data using the application builder of the tool. The limitation of their work is the manual script writing process to convert client data into a compatible format so that the data is incrementally transmitted from the client source to the OLAP data cube.
In the same visualization enhancement area, Scotch et al. [12] proposed a tool for Spatial OLAP, called SOVAT (Spatial OLAP Visualization and Analysis Tool). The authors identified the problem that for community health research a comprehensive and thorough analysis is needed for effective public health evaluation. The major contribution of their work is the development of tool for community health assessments. The strength of the tool is that it combines all necessary features of OLAP and GIS (Geospatial Information Systems) into one system to support comprehensive community health decisions. The limitation of this system is that it allows the visualization of spatial data and only permits the analysis on numeric data; however while performing analysis on spatial databases the researchers require tool support for not only number data but also other complex data types such as images, videos and maps. The community health researchers are more interested in the patterns or areas of an image for the evaluation purposes, rather than exploring numerical analysis of the data using OLAP.
Cuzzocrea et al. [13] introduced a hierarchy-driven compression technique for the advanced visualization of multi-dimensional cubes. This technique relied on the facility of generating a "semantic-aware" compressed representation of two-dimensional OLAP views. The strength of this particular technique is that it is most suitable for the handheld-devices where compression in the data cubes is required. The limitation is that it only supported two-dimensional OLAP views but, in real scenarios, there are multiple dimensions and facts in the dataset. The technique is more suitable for MOLAP scenarios and not very effective in the case of ROLAP, where multiple attributes exist in the relational dataset and the hierarchies are more complex within each dimension.
In 2005, [14] presented a new visual interactive exploration technique for OLAP. This work is similar to this paper work in terms of OLAP user facilitation. This technique and the proposed enhanced architecture, allows users who have less knowledge of OLAP technology to explore and analyze OLAP data cubes without generating sophisticated queries. The following year, [15] proposed a framework for querying complex multi-dimensional data with a major effort applied to transforming irregular hierarchies to make them navigable in a uniform manner. Lastly, in 2008, [16] introduced a comprehensive visual exploration framework which implements OLAP operations in form of powerful data navigation. Users can explore data using a variety of interactive visualization techniques using the proposed framework.
Research communities have often neglected the datavisualization problem in the past [13] . But we note that a considerable amount of work is recently being performed by various research communities on the visualization of OLAP data which indeed can play a very vital role in effective analysis of data. Our work in this paper is similar to the above mentioned contributions as it also improves the performance of OLAP in terms of cube construction time. Furthermore, we are using cube visualization API, which dramatically enhances the visual interactive exploration of cube data with the help of charts, graphs and data grids at the front end. In the next section, we present some noteworthy work done on the integration of OLAP enhancement techniques.
B. Integrated enhancement of OLAP
In this section, we highlight the research done on the integrated enhancement of OLAP performance and its data visualization. Although some of the previously discussed research work proved the enhancement of OLAP systems but none of the work was intended towards focusing on the integrated enhancement of OLAP performance and visualization and there exists a strong need for it [17] . Asghar et al. [7] proposed a functionality-enhancement technique using SelfOrganizing Neural Networks. To some extent this technique proposed the integrated enhancement of OLAP by passing the mined data to the OLAP engine for a more focused analysis and hence adding intelligence to the OLAP system. The major limitation of the work was the deficiency of enhancement on the visualization aspects of OLAP systems. Their enhancement architecture doesn't provide satisfactory answers for the visualization of complex data sets. During the last few years, a lot of work has been done on the enhancement of OLAP particularly on its performance and visualization.
Various architectures [7, 68, and 69] were proposed for the one dimensional enhancement of OLAP systems. But, the most relevant work in this integrated enhancement was done by [70] . The authors proposed architecture for the integrated enhancement of OLAP system. They have used visualization tools and developed a prototype which improved performance in terms of cube construction time. Both performance and visualization aspects were catered by the proposed architecture. The limitation of the work was again the dependency of GSOM to produce hierarchical clusters and the manual schema generation of the hierarchical cluster tables. The proposed architecture has a gap which is the transformation of cluster relationship table to OLAP schema. Authors only validated the prototype using only one type of OLAP schema that is the star schema. The paper work is different from the above mentioned literature as we are not using GSOM for hierarchical clustering. Furthermore, a schema builder component has been proposed which takes clustered data and generates three types of OLAP schemas automatically. Additionally, cube has been constructed which holds the clustered data to form an OLAM cube to support the process of online analytical mining which was missing. As this paper deals with the integration of OLAP and data mining, in the next section some important work on the combination of OLAP and data mining has been reviewed.
C. Combining OLAP with Data Mining
Several previous studies [5, 7, 8 and 23] emphasized the likelihood and interest of coupling OLAP and Data Mining. Efficient and effective data mining integrates the concept of [24] , which is the integration of OLAP and OLAM systems. OLAM is a promising direction for mining knowledge from multidimensional databases [23] . Similarly, Hua [25] proposed and developed an interesting association rule mining approach called Online Analytical Mining of association rules. It integrated OLAP technology with association rule mining methods and leads to flexible multidimensional and multi-level association rule mining. Similarly, Josph et al. [26] presented a methodology that derives the association rule of web pages tick sequences according to the support level and confidence level of user requirements. This methodology was responsible for identifying a set of frequently accessed web pages on a website by a user. The result is the list of potential customers for a certain product or service on a target web page.
Dzeroski et al. [27] combined OLAP and Data Mining in a different way to discover patterns in a database of patients. Two data mining techniques, clustering and decision tree induction were used. Clustering was used to group patients according to the overall presence/absence of deletions at the tested markers. Decision trees and OLAP were used to inspect the resulting clustering and to look for correlations between deletion patterns, populations and the clinical picture of infertility.
Dehne et al. [28] studied the applicability of coarse grained parallel computing model (CGM) to OLAP for data mining. Authors presented a general framework for the CGM which allows for the efficient parallelization of the existing data cube construction algorithm for OLAP. Experimental data showed that this approach yield optimal speed up even when run on a simple processor cluster via a standard switch. The study shows that OLAP and data mining, if combined together, can produce greater benefits in a number of diverse research areas. Our proposed work is similar in terms of combining OLAP and data mining techniques but our main focus is on a particular data mining technique known as Hierarchical Clustering. Furthermore, we are using data mining as a pre-processing step to get better understanding of data before passing it to the automatic schema builder and which then generates schema for OLAP engine. In the next section, the related data mining technique which is hierarchal clustering and its usage with OLAP is the centre of attention.
D. Use of Hierarchical Clustering with OLAP
A number of data mining techniques which can be combined with the OLAP technology for the better solutions of research problems were described in the previous section. Hierarchical clustering of data is a well know mining technique and it has been used by a number of research communities in the past. In this paper hierarchal clustering has been used as a data mining technique with OLAP. In this section a review of hierarchical clustering in conjunction with OLAP technology has been performed.
Markl et al. [29] suggested that OLAP performance can be improved by using the Multidimensional Hierarchical Clustering (MHC) technique. Clustering was introduced as a way to speed up query aggregation without additional storage cost for view materialization. The authors identified the problem with queries which either select a very small set of data or perform aggregations on a fairly large data set. The sole contribution of their work is an encoding scheme for hierarchical dimensions that enables clustering of data with respect to multiple, hierarchical dimensions. The major strength of the work lies in the comparison of their MHC technique with the traditional bitmap indexing approach on the real world data (7GB in size) and finding an increase in the performance up to the factor of 10.
Markl et al. [30] , again utilized hierarchical clustering in the context of OLAP queries. Authors investigated the impacts on query processing in RDBMS when using UBTrees and multidimensional hierarchical clustering for physical data organization. Furthermore, they illustrated the benefits achieved by performance measurements of queries using star schema for a real world application of a SAP business information warehouse.
Karaynnidis et al. [31] , proposed a novel multidimensional file structure for organizing the most detailed data of the cube, the CUBE file. The CUBE file archives hierarchical clustering of data enabling fast access via hierarchical restrictions. It imposes low storage cost and adapts perfectly to extensive sparseness of data space. Results show that the CUBE File outperforms the most effective method proposed up to now for hierarchically clustering the cube, resulting in 7-9 times less I/Os on average for all workloads tested.
In the same context, Theodoratos et al. [32] claimed the Heuristic Optimization of OLAP in MHC (Multidimensionally Hierarchically Clustered) databases. They identified the problem that commercial relational database management systems use multiple onedimensional indexes to process OLAP queries that restrict multiple dimensions. They presented architecture for MHC databases based on the star schema called 'CSB' star. The focus was to facilitate the user to query the typical star schema and to formulate the given query for 'CSB' star schema using query processor. The limitation of their work was that they only tested a particular class of typical OLAP queries over the CSB star schema to check efficiency.
Tsois et al. [33] , proposed cost based optimization of aggregation star queries on hierarchically clustered data warehouses. Hierarchically clustered data warehouses were used to apply a cost based method for the optimal application of the pre-grouping transformation. Authors identified the most suitable algorithms for the operations related to pre-grouping and derived detailed cost formulas for them.
It is apparent from the review that various authors have used hierarchical clustering technique in different ways with OLAP to improve the functionality and to get better analytical results. The major difference of this paper work with the reviewed work of this section is that our use of hierarchical clustering is to generate hierarchal clusters to get an insight of the data before passing it further for OLAP operations. This mining technique has not been applied on the cube for archiving cube data or for the optimization of OLAP queries. Instead of query optimization, OLAP performance has been improved in terms of cube construction time through the use of hierarchically clustered data.
E. Automatic OLAP schema generation
In this section, we discuss the major research work on the automation process for the generation of OLAP schema. Hann et al. [34] , proposed the generation of tool specific schemata for OLAP from conceptual graphical models. Their work described the design and implementation of the generation component in the context of their own Bablefish data warehouse environment. The principle issues of designing and implementing such a automatic schema generation component and the possible solutions have been discussed by the authors. Further topics are the use of graph grammars for specifying and parsing graphical multi-dimensional schema descriptions and the integration of the generation process into a metadata cantered modeling tool environment.
Peralta et al. [35] , highlighted the existing work in the area of automation and claimed that automation is focused towards data models, data structures specifically designed for Data warehouse (DW), and criteria for defining table partitions and indexes. The major research contribution of the authors is a step forward towards the automation of DW relational design through a rule-based mechanism, which automatically generates the DW schema by applying existing DW design knowledge. The proposed rules embed design strategies which are triggered by conditions on requirements and source databases, and perform the schema generation through the application of predefined DW design oriented transformations.
For the sake of accomplishing the ease in the automation work, Tryfona et al. [36] , built a conceptual model (StarER) for data warehouse design on the basis of user modeling requirements. The StarER model combines the star structure, which is dominant in data warehouses, with the semantically rich constructs of the ER model. Comparison of the proposed model with other existing models has been performed, pointing out differences and similarities. Examples from a mortgage data warehouse environment, in which starER is tested, that revealed the ease of understanding of the model, as well as the efficiency in representing complex information at the semantic level.
For the purpose of achieving the automatic generation, Song et al. [37] introduced an automatic tool for generating star schema entity-relationship diagram (ERD). A prototype named SAMSTAR was presented, which was used for the automatic generation of star schema from an ERD. The system takes an ERD drawn by ERwin Data Modeler as an input and generates star schemas. SAMSTAR displays the resulting star schemas on a computer screen graphically. With this automatic generation of star schema, this system helps designers reduce their efforts and time in building data warehouse schemas.
It is evident from the literature on automatic generation of schema that none of the previous works used hierarchically clustering to generate OLAP schema. Previous work on automation has a number of limitations as well such as support for only one schema type, dependency of ER diagram modeling and having to design rule based mechanism before the automation process.
This work is different as compared to existing automation work in the literature. Firstly, the results of hierarchical clustering are used to generate any of the three types of schemas. Furthermore, the work is not limited to designing the schema but it also populates the data from the clustered data source to the automatically generated schema tables. In addition to this, the schema builder also communicates with database server and deploys the generated schema in the server as a complete database. In section 3.6, comparison has been made of this paper work with the four themes of the literature review. The purpose of this comparison is to emphasize the significance of our work and to highlight the existing limitations in the related work.
F. Comparison of the proposed work with the literature reviewed
In the previous sections the individual papers were discussed. Now, this section presents a comparison of this paper work with the four major themes of the literature reviewed. Firstly, a substantial amount of work has been done on the enhancement of OLAP in terms of its performance and visualization. According to [5, 6 and 7] , performance of OLAP systems can be improved with the help of different techniques like parallel computing, indexing and materialization, neural networking and agglomerative hierarchical clustering. This paper work is a bit similar in terms of OLAP performance improvement but we have a broader scope as in this paper, we are proposing an architecture which includes the OLAP's data visualization enhancement as well.
In the area of OLAP's visualization, research communities has also paid attention and reported the work on visualization enhancement in [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 and 16] . Visualization enhancement techniques like Cube Presentation Model (CPM), visual interfacing, interactive exploration, hierarchy driven compression and complex multi-dimensional querying were introduced.
Previously it has been identified that there is a strong need of integrating performance improvement and visualization enhancement techniques [17] . Furthermore by utilizing the work of [7] , which lacked in the areas of visualization work of OLAP data, schema generation and cube processing, this paper work moved a step forward and introduced an advanced architecture for the integrated enhancement of OLAP by combining OLAP with data mining techniques in [70] .
Various researchers have contributed in the combination of OLAP and data mining in the past. Significant works in this area include [24, 25, 26, 27 and 28] . These authors used different data mining techniques in their areas of interest and produced better results by combining OLAP with data mining. The two major techniques of data mining used in this regard were Association Rule Mining and Hierarchical Clustering. In this paper we have used the hierarchical clustering technique for the integrated enhancement of OLAP's performance and visualization. Hierarchical clustering has been used by [9, 30, 31, 32 and 33] in conjunction with OLAP systems for a number of reasons. Some authors used this technique for query optimization, physical data organization, fast data access and reduced storage cost. The work in this paper is different from these as we used hierarchical clustering as a pre-processing step of data mining. Furthermore, we are utilizing it to produce hierarchical relationship data for the automatic generation of OLAP schema.
As far as the automatic generation of OLAP schema is concerned, [34, 35, 36 and 37] reported their work in this area. To our knowledge none of these works used hierarchically clustered data to generate OLAP schema. Most of the work is using ER diagrams or conceptual graphical models to produce only one type of schema which is mostly star schema. Another major limitation in the work is that the tools and techniques used for automatic generation of schema only draws of identify the structure of schema and doesn't populate the corresponding data in the generated schema. This paper work is not only generating OLAP schema of three types namely; star, snowflake and galaxy but our automated schema builder tool provides automation in uploading the data from clustered file to relevant portions of the schema. This feature along with other specifications distinguishes the work done in this paper with others. But in a nutshell the paper work is intended to support the OLAM in a distinctive way. It is distinctive because none of the previous work dealt with all the four major aspects of our proposed research.
IV. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE
The architecture for integrated OLAM has been proposed in this section. But before moving forward towards the architecture itself, it is important to emphasize the necessity of the proposed architecture that why exactly do we need to have architecture for the integrated OLAM? To answer this important question we begin the explanation starting with the overview of the previous Figure 1 . Proposed architecture for integrated OLAM section. As discussed earlier, it is evident from the literature review that none of the proposed work in the past had targeted towards the integration of enhanced OLAP with data mining along with the automation in the schema generation process. Integrated OLAM is the combination of data mining and enhanced OLAP with the incorporation of automatic schema generation from mined results. A number of authors [5, 7, 8, 23, 24 and 25] , in the recent years, have emphasized on the concept of combination of OLAP and data mining. Although this previously reported work justified the advantages of such combination but the major limitation in their work is the absence of enhanced OLAP system combined with data mining. Typically, a standard OLAP system is integrated with data mining. In parallel to this, various authors [6, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 and 14] reported their work on the enhancement of OLAP in terms of its performance or data visualization. In this paper, it is recommended that such an enhanced OLAP system should be integrated with data mining so that the benefits of enhancement achieved in OLAP are combined with data mining techniques to produce overall improvement in the OLAM system. In addition to this distinctive combination, the integrated OLAM architecture has been extended with the additional layer for automatic schema generation. For the purpose of this transformation we suggest an independent automatic schema generation module that fulfils both the requirements of schema generation and transformation of data. Based on the above discussion, there is a strong requirement of a significant architecture that takes the data mining results to automatically generate schema, transform mined data in the schema, incorporate enhanced OLAP in it, support OLAM along with overcoming the existing limitations and lastly, produce improved, focused and intelligent results. Figure 1 illustrates the proposed architecture for integrated OLAM.
The goal of the proposed architecture is to integrate enhanced OLAP with data mining and to provide automatic schema generation from the mined data. We elaborate the four distinct layers of the proposed architecture which are 1) Data Mining: pre-processing layer, 2) Automatic schema generation layer, 3) Enhanced OLAP layer and 4) User interface or Front-end layer. Each layer along with its components is discussed in separate sub sections. To begin with the explanation, we start with the data mining layer.
A. Data mining: Pre-Processing Layer
This layer is responsible for the data mining process. The three components in this layer are as follows:
• Dataset: This component represents the data set.
A large number of data set exist and this component is responsible for the selection of a particular data set on which data mining is to be performed.
• Hierarchical Clustering: Once the data set is selected, the data mining technique which is hierarchical clustering is applied in this component on the data. This component also handles clustering parameters which include linkage method (Single, Complete or Average), clustering directions (rows, columns, both) and similarity/distance measure (Euclidean, Manhattan, Simple matching for nominal or Pearson correlation coefficient). On the given set of clustering parameters this component produce the hierarchical clusters.
• Clustered Data: The hierarchical clusters generated by the previous component are stored and saved in the form of clustered data. This component of the layer also saves the hierarchy relationship among the data along with the actual data in each cluster. The hierarchically clustered data become the input of the next layer which is responsible for the automation process of schema generation.
B. Automatic schema generation layer
The purpose of this layer is to automate the process of schema generation. To achieve this purpose the data mining layer feeds the mined data or clustered data to this layer for the generation of schema from clustered data set. The layer has distinct components and the working of each component is explained as follows:
• Schema Builder: It is the major component of schema generation layer and the sole function of this component is to build a particular type of schema for the clustered data set. As this component has to perform numerous schema generation activities, therefore it has a number of sub-components to achieve the purpose of building the schema. The sub-components of the schema builder are as follows:
o Clustered Data Reader: This subcomponent of the schema builder reads the data generated by the hierarchal clustering and save it temporarily for future operations.
o Clustered Data Viewer: It allows viewing the clustered data read by the reader in the grid view. All the cluster hierarchy and the number of records present in each can be viewed through it.
o Schema Generator: After the clustered data has been read and viewed the data goes to the component called schema generator. The sub-components of the schema generator are explained below.
Dimensions and Facts Identifier:
This is the first sub-component of the schema generator. In the generation process of schema the first important step is the identification of dimensions and facts from the clustered data. For this important purpose the data in the schema generator goes to the Dimension and facts identifier, which identify the dimensions and facts present in the clustered data. It also identifies the cluster hierarchy and the numeric type of data which are the facts or key performance indicators of the data.
Dimensions and Facts Separator:
The identifier component just identifies the various dimension and facts present in the clustered data. But in real the dimension and the facts are to be separated in order to build the schema. For this purpose the Dimension and facts separator splits the identified dimensions and facts to be used for different types of schema generation. Schema Type Selector: At the stage when dimensions and facts are identified and separated the Schema type selector component handles the designing of a specific type of schema. This selector allows the selection of a particular type of schema which can be a star, snowflake or galaxy. Warehouse Builder: After determining the schema type to be generated the dimensions and facts along with the specific schema type goes in to another major and core unit of schema builder which is called the warehouse builder. The warehouse builder as its name implies, builds a warehouse of a particular schema type and consists of the following main sub-components. The functionality of each of the component in the warehouse builder is described below:
• Dimensional hierarchy handler: It is the first component of the warehouse builder and it serves the purpose of handling the hierarchy in the dimensions. As the clustered data has its own hierarchy and the dimensional data identified and separated previously have to be in some hierarchical order within each dimension. Because the dimensional hierarchy is different for different type of schema that is why this handler component handles the hierarchy present within each dimension.
• Dimension and fact • Data population unit:
When all the tables are created along with the hierarchy within each dimension and the relationship is being created among the dimensions and fact tables, the data population unit comes in to play. The role of this unit is to load the clustered data in the schema intelligently. Therefore, this unit picks the clustered data and inserts it in specific columns of the dimension and fact tables so that this data can be used later for the OLAP operations that are to be performed in the next layer of the architecture.
• Schema Viewer: This component takes the generated schema from the schema generator and gives the view of the automatically generated schema in the form of schema diagram.
C. Enhanced OLAP Layer
As our proposed work is the integration of data mining with enhanced OLAP, so in this section we discuss the layer which is exclusively responsible for the OLAP enhancement in the proposed architecture. Furthermore, the construction of cube from clustered data in the form of automatically generated schema is presented. The various components of this layer along with their internal functionality are as follows:
• Database Server: The main purpose of the database server is to store the automatically generated databases from the warehouse builder of the schema generator. The components of a database server which are used for the communication of architectural layers and internal function are explained below:
o Generated Databases: This component stores the automatically generated schemas in the form of databases in the database server. For each kind of schema a specific database is automatically created along with all the dimensions and fact tables. o Query Processor: warehouse builder of the schema generator component discussed in the previous layer send requests using the connection string to the database server in the form of queries. The query processor component reads the request sent by the warehouse builder and processes the queries. These queries when processed create the databases and the tables with specific columns along with the clustered data.
• OLAP Server: Similar to the database server which stores and provides a database management system OLAP server is another important component of this layer that handles the cube construction, storage and manipulation. OLAP server's core purpose is to handle the cube related queries and manipulations. The component worth discussing in this are as follows:
o Data Source: This component of the OLAP server manages various sources of data which are to be used for cube construction process. In the proposed architecture of integrated OLAM, automatically generated schema databases become the source in the OLAP server for cube construction. It means that the generated databases are connected with data source using this component for future use. So the storage of data is in the database server and the connection between the two servers handles the communication involved form one server to another.
o OLAP Engine: This component allows the construction of cube on a specific data connected with the data source component. It is the most powerful component of the server which handles the processing of cubes which involve aggregation of data at various hierarchical levels.
o Cube Storage: Once data source makes a connection with the data for the cube construction and the OLAP engine construct the cube. The cube is stored in the OLAP server and the component responsible for this is the cube storage component. It also allows the type of cube storage which can be MOLAP, ROLAP or HOLAP.
• Cube Visualization API: After the construction and processing of OLAM cube the cube visualization API comes in to play. The purpose of this component is to apply the cube data visualization methods to enhance the power of OLAP visualization. This component of the layer provides rich interactive analysis functions and operations that enhance the capabilities of standard OLAP system.
D. User Interface Layer
This layer represents the user interface of the proposed architecture. At this layer, the OLAM cube, which is constructed and processed in the previous layer, allows targeted and focused analysis. The constructed cube is named as OLAM cube because it consist of mined data results of the hierarchical clusters with the aggregation of facts present in each cluster. It allows all the OLAP operation to be performed on it such as drill-down, rollup etc. The OLAM cube data goes through the visualization API which enhances the visual exploration capabilities of its data. It allows interactive and visual analysis on the OLAM cube data. Therefore, the user gets a real insight of this mined data at this user-interface layer.
The user interface layer represents the targeted and focused analysis. It is targeted and focused analysis because at the first layer of data mining when the clusters are generated through hierarchical clustering, user had a view to determine the cluster of his/her interest and continue to the second layer of automatic schema generation for that specific cluster. Moving on with the architectural flow, the schema of user's choice is generated automatically and cube is constructed only for the schema of that particular cluster. This is the reason why the final cube itself has the targeted data, therefore the analysis or visual exploration performed at this stage is on a focused and targeted data and not on the complete data set.
E. Benefits Achieved
There are a number of significant benefits achieved through the proposed architecture. The list of these benefits are as follows:
o Use of data mining as a pre-processing step for the targeted analysis of data. In this section, based on our implementation, we discuss in detail the steps involved in the implementation of the proposed architecture. Some tools and technologies have been used for the implementation of each layer of the proposed architecture and divided the implementation phase into five major steps. Figure 2 depicts the major steps of architectural implementation. Each step of implementation phase is discussed individually in the following sub sections.
A. Hierarchical Clustering of Data
The proposed architecture starts with the layer of data mining and the technique used for data mining is the hierarchical clustering. The first step of the implementation is the hierarchical clustering of data. To serve the purpose of step 1, we used Hierarchal Clustering Explorer (HCE) tool for generating the hierarchical clusters of data. This tool takes input data file and allows the hierarchical clustering of given data based on different clustering parameters. Figure 3 shows the interface of cluster parameter selection form, which has the different parameters for selecting the type of hierarchical clustering.
At this point, user can select the parameters of his/her choice to perform specific type of hierarchical clustering on the data. Upon the selection of clustering parameters, the data as a result, is hierarchically clustered and the hierarchy details are shown in the HCE tool. Furthermore, the tool allows exporting the clustered data results in the form of text files. At this stage, after the clustering has been performed the results are exported which serve as the input of the next step of automatic schema generation. We elaborate the next step of automatic schema generation in the following section. 
B. Automatic Schema Generation
In this step, the cluster results file which was exported using the HCE tool becomes the input of the automatic schema builder. We developed a prototype to automate the process of schema generation. The prototype takes the clustered data and generates the schema of any particular type such as star, snowflake or galaxy/constellation. The prototype has been developed using the C sharp (C#) programming language in Microsoft Visual Studio.net 2005. The implementation logic used for the development of automatic schema builder is explained in the form of a main algorithm 5.2.1. 
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In the above algorithm the basic steps of automatic schema generator are represented using an algorithm.
C. Database and OLAP server deployment
In the previous step, automatic schema has been generated and the schema builder actually creates database automatically in the database server to hold the schema along with dimension and facts tables. To store the automatically generated database by the schema builder in the server, we deployed Microsoft SQL server 2000.This database becomes the source data for the cube creation process. The cube is constructed in the OLAP server. We deployed Microsoft analysis service 2000 for the purpose of OLAP operations from the clustered database.
D. OLAM cube construction
The fourth step of the implementation is the construction of OLAM cube. The database server holds the automatically generated schema of clustered data. The OLAP server connects with the database server to get clustered data from the database. Cube wizard (of the Microsoft analysis services 2000 was used to construct the OLAM cube. It is an OLAM cube because it has the mined data aggregates in it. User can perform the standard OLAP operations on this OLAM cube.
E. Embedding Cube Visualization API
In the previous section, MS Analysis services 2000 was introduced to serve the purpose of OLAP server and to construct OLAM cube using its cube wizard option. The emphasis in this paper from the beginning is to integrate enhanced OLAP system with data mining technique and automation in schema generation. After the elaboration of implementation of mining technique and the automation process of schema generation but at this point, we embedded the cube visualization API called Dundas OLAP services [71] which provides user-friendly and powerful visual data exploration controls.
Using the above mentioned controls, we developed another prototype to view the constructed OLAM cube. Figure 4 shows the user interface of our prototype which has all the above mentioned controls to work on cube data. It can be seen from the Figure 4 that the controls allow users to perform rich analysis tasks on the data. Furthermore, with the help of these controls, interactive visual exploration of data in the form of drill-down and roll up charts , grids and selection menus is possible. Figure 4 . User interface of prototype with all the visualization controls VI. VALIDATION AND EVALUATION n this section, we validated and evaluated the proposed architecture with the help of experiments. We used a real life data set (Census [73] ) to perform experiments and discussed the results of these experiments. A comparative analysis of the proposed architecture with previous work is discussed at the end of this section. Such analysis highlights the benefits gained through the proposed integrated Online Analytical Mining (OLAM) architecture. The experimental details are presented in the following sub section.
A. Experiment
In this experiment, we use US Census dataset [73] , The data was collected as part of the 1990 census. There are 68 categorical attributes. This data set was derived from the USCensus1990raw data set [74] . The attributes list and the coding for the values is described below. Many of the less useful attributes in the original data set have been dropped, the few continuous variables have been discretized and the few discrete variables that have a large number of possible values have been collapsed to have fewer possible values. More specifically the USCensus1990 data set was obtained from the USCensus1990raw data set by the following sequence of operations;
-Randomization: The order of the cases in the original USCensus1990raw data set was randomly permuted.
Selection of attributes:
The 68 attributes included in the data set are given below. In the USCensus1990 data set we have added a single letter prefix to the original name. Hierarchies of values are provided in the file USCensus1990raw.coding.htm [75] and the mapping functions used to transform the USCensus1990raw to the USCensus1990 data sets are giving in the file USCensus1990.mapping.sql [76] . The data is contained in a file called USCensus1990.data.txt [77] .
In order to do the first step of this experiment, we passed this data set to the HCE tool so that we can get the hierarchical clusters from this huge data set. Similar to the previous experiment we set the clustering parameter for the hierarchical cluster generation process and at the top level we got five distinct clusters having individual hierarchies as depicted in Figure 5 .
It can be seen from the Figure 5 that there are five clusters in the dendogram view of HCE tool. At the bottom of the hierarchical representation we can also see the data present in each cluster. The actual data can be extracted for each cluster as well. The next step of the experiment is to transform this hierarchically clustered data which will be fed into the developed prototype called the Automatic Schema Builder.
At this stage of the experiment, individual clusters data is being analyzed and each of the cluster is given a name which classify its characteristics. The data set has records of the persons, for that reason we classified the clusters on the basis of person's industry and occupation. The hierarchical clusters were named accordingly. The naming convention used is similar to the previous experiment such as the first letter of the industry or occupation has been used as an abbreviation. These abbreviations are represented in the Table 1 . This hierarchical information along with the clustered data has been fed into the automatic schema builder. The same procedure follows in the schema builder; it displays the cluster data and further asks for the type of schema to be generated. In contrast with the previous experiment we chose snowflake schema for generation. The automatic schema builder ran the same sequence of steps for snowflake schema generation explained in the snowflake schema generation algorithm. After generating the snowflake schema, the schema visualizer displays the diagrammatical view of the schema in the form of dimension and fact tables along with the relationships among the tables. The snowflake schema view, generated for the census data, is shown in Figure 6 .
In addition to this visualization of the schema in the schema viewer, an automated database is also created in MS SQL Server 2000. We named the database as "snowflake_db". This database has a single fact table and three dimension tables. The dimension tables are normalized to form the snowflake schema. Unlike the star schema, which was generated for the previous experiment, the snowflake schema has only one dimension table that is connected directly to the fact table. All other dimension tables are connected to form a normalize relationship.
After the database has been created, a separated OLAP database is created; this database will be connected to the database server to get the source data. The source data is the actual clustered database which is generated automatically. We named the OLAP database as "Census_OLAP_DB" and proceeded to the next step of this experiment which is the cube construction process.
The same cube construction process is followed as done in the previous experiment using the cube wizard of MS Analysis Services. The difference in this experiment is that we selected "no_of_persons" as a measure and defined the dimensional hierarchy in a different way. For the snowflake schema, we selected the 3 dimension tables and created a dimensional hierarchy.
The dimension table named "dim_parent" is connected to the "dim_child" dimension table which is further connected with the "dim_child_child" table. This way we can achieve a single dimensional view of the data in which we selected the hierarchy of that single dimension from all these tables that are connected in a normalized way. Snowflake schema has this advantage of selecting the levels of a dimension form various dimension tables. Therefore, customized levels for a single dimension were selected to build a "dim_cluster" for the cube. The dimension created for the cube can be visualized at different levels using the dimension browser window.
After defining the dimensions and measures, the cube storage type has been set as MOLAP in the same way as done in the previous experiment using the storage design wizard. Finally, the cube with all these settings is processed and constructed. We visualize the cube data using the front-end prototype which has an embedded visualization enhancement API that the Dundas OLAP services. This front-end data visualization prototype connects with the OLAP server as explained in the previous experiment and displays the cube data in a rich graphical manner. In the end, we discuss some of the results achieved through this experiment. The main objective of the experiment was to emphasize the targeted and focused analysis. We explain this using a few problems. Figure 6 . Automatically generated snowflake schema To solve this, we can easily identify the cluster which has the maximum number of people as shown in Figure 7 . It is evident from the above figure that C1 cluster has the maximum number of records, so the focus for the analysis is only C1 Cluster. We visually explore C1 and the results of exploration are given in Figure 8 .
Again, it is easily recognized that C1 has a specific sub cluster called "Teachers and Trainers (TT)" which has the maximum number of people in it. We further drill down into the sub-cluster TT to find out the exact occupation which has the maximum number of people. Figure 9 displays the drill down change after clicking the "+" sign on the chart.
It is evident from the drill down result that in the cluster named Teachers and Trainers (TT), Sr.Teachers are the maximum in number; there are 4112 senior teachers in the dataset. This was a problem which has been easily solved with quick visual exploration of data. In order to retrieve such information without the presence of integrated OLAM architecture, it would have taken a lot of time, firstly, to construct a query to retrieve such result. Secondly, the query has to be processed against the whole data set which is very huge, so it will increase the query response time as well. Thirdly, such rich visual exploration of data using charts and graphs is also not possible with simple querying and retrieval of data.
It can be seen from the results of the above two experiments that integrated OLAM architecture can greatly enhance the analytical power of the existing system. It not only automates the schema generation process but also integrates the enhanced OLAP functionalities with data mining techniques. When all these aspects are combined in an efficient way, the problem solving ability of the OLAM systems is increased significantly. In the next section, we present a comparison of the proposed OLAM architecture with the previous work done in the past regarding OLAM technology to highlight the contribution and the benefits achieved through the experimentation.
B. Comparison and discussion
In this section, we compare the proposed architecture with a number of other OLAM architectures in order to highlight the significance of this paper work and to discuss the achievements of this paper. The proposed integrated OLAM architecture consists of three major aspects which are 1) Data mining (hierarchical clustering), 2) Automatic Schema generation (clustered data) and 3) Enhanced OLAP (performance improvement & visualization enhancement). Table 2 depicts the major contribution in the area of OLAM. 
Automatic Schema Generation
It is evident from the table below that the previous work was more intended towards typical OLAM as compared to the proposed work which gives direction towards an integrated OLAM system. Therefore, the proposed work is significant as the integrated OLAM architecture can be easily implemented and used for targeted and focused analysis. Now, we discuss the major achievements gained through the architectural implementation. We start with data mining.
• Data mining (hierarchical clustering) : We used the HCE tool for the hierarchical clustering of data. The major benefit of using this clustering tool is that it allows users to perform different types of hierarchical clustering. It has almost complete support for different kinds of hierarchical clustering algorithms. It means that at the mining layer, user can select the algorithm of his/her choice among all the available algorithms. Furthermore, the linkage method and clustering direction can also be given according to user preference. The accessibility of these clustering algorithms and parameters supports the OLAM concept as it allows selection of various mining algorithms for hierarchical clustering.
• Automatic schema generation: In addition to the above mentioned powerful capability of selecting the hierarchal clustering algorithm, the proposed architectural implementation makes it more constructive and dominant by reading the clustering results and automatically generating OLAP schema from it. The automatic schema builder allows three types of schema generation which include star, snowflake and galaxy. The implementation provides direction for actually creating an automated database which not only holds the schema structure but also uploads the data from clustered results into specific dimension and fact tables. This is a very major achievement, as it reduces all the time and effort which is required to do the extract, transform and load (ETL) process in the data warehouse environment. It means that once you have generated a schema of a particular type then you do not have to worry about the data population process. The automatically generated database is always ready to become the data source for the cube construction phase in the OLAP server.
• Enhanced OLAP: As the proposed work emphasize the integration of enhanced OLAP system in an integrated OLAM architectural implementation. We achieved the OLAP enhancement in terms of its performance and visualization. Firstly, we discuss the performance improvement achieved through the proposed work. We have used ForestCoverType dataset in the first experiment. But, to calculate the cube construction time, we created a manual star schema using SQL queries from the dataset without passing it to the hierarchical clustering tool. This non-clustered data set became the source for the cube in the OLAP server. We further constructed the ForestCube have 3 dimension tables and 1 fact table. The ForestCube process time has been noted and it was observed that it took 1 second to process 60180 non clustered rows of data to construct the cube completely. The process time and the rows calculated are shown in Figure 9 . Similarly, we noted the cube construction time for the clustered ForestCoverType data, which came as a result, through hierarchical clustering tool, and found that this clustered data cube was instantly processed and its construction time was less than a second. Figure 10 shows the cube construction time comparison of both clustered and non clustered dataset.
It is evident from the time comparison graph that the cube processing time can be decreased by using the clustered data and the user can perform the targeted and fast multidimensional analysis on the clustered cube. Hence, it validates the proposed architecture for the performance improvement of OLAP data cube in terms of this reduced computational time. The second aspect of the enhanced OLAP is the visualization capability; Figure 11 shows the outputs of the ForestCube in various visual chart formats.
With the development of the front-end analysis prototype and embedding the OLAP data visualization controls of Dundas Software, we provided the OLAP user with a rich user interface to perform targeted and interactive visual exploration of the data. User can view the same data in a number of charts and graphs just by selecting the chart type from the toolbar present in the developed prototype.
It is clear from the above figure that the visualization of cube data has been enhanced to facilitate the analyst to visually explore the hierarchical data and to perform the basic OLAP operation efficiently and quickly.
In this section, we presented the experiments done on two real life data sets. Furthermore, we discussed the experimental results and validated the proposed architecture by evaluating the results. Finally, we addressed the aims and objectives which are achieved through the proposed integrated OLAM architecture implementation. Experimental results prove that the proposed work in this paper intensify the focused and targeted analysis of data and supports the overall framework of OLAM in a very significant and efficient way. Figure 12 . Preview of various chart types in the developed prototype
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The research conducted in this paper was motivated by two observations. At one side, OLAM (combination of OLAP and Data mining), is gaining momentum as an imminent technology for decision support. On the other hand, integration of enhanced OLAP systems with any data mining technique is missing. This gap of integration limits the analysis capabilities of the standard OLAM architecture. The proposed work presents an attempt to reduce the gap of integration by proposing an integrated OLAM architecture. In addition to reduce the gap, the proposed architecture also allows automation in the process of OLAP schema generation. The purpose of this addition is to intensify the proposed architecture to deal with the new challenges imposed by emerging decision support applications.
The results presented in this paper improve the existing OLAM architectures by overcoming the existing limitations and introducing the automatic schema generation layer in it. Due to the limited timeframe of our work we deliberately excluded some properties of data mining techniques as they would have expanded the scope of the resulting architecture. Our work can be continued in research areas, such as integration of OLAP and data mining, automatic schema generation, enhanced OLAM systems or by intensifying the areas central to this paper.
Firstly, we have only considered a particular data mining technique which is hierarchical clustering. Future work can be the use of other mining techniques such as association rule mining, classification, predication and others with enhanced OLAP systems to benefit the existing OLAM architecture. Secondly, the automatic schema generation layer in our architectures is only useful for the hierarchal clustering results which have a parent-child relationship to generate schemas of different types. This area can also be improved for the different types of mined results as different data mining techniques produce different mining results. We are exploring other data mining techniques that can also be integrated with the enhanced OLAP system and also the mined results can be used to automatically build schema of different types. Another direction for future work is that we intend to enhance visualization capabilities of the hierarchical clustering results so that the clusters should be named properly for identification purpose.
